Chapter 35

Difficult or Borderline Cases
I have pinpointed the time of the Flood/post-Flood boundary in the late Cenozoic, the
Miocene, Pliocene, and Quaternary. This timeframe is rather broad because we cannot rely on
radiometric, fossil, or any other dating method to give reliable dates. Each location needs to be
examined on its own merits. I will briefly mention some of these difficult or borderline terrestrial
cases. Just recently, with further research, I have been able to place two within the Flood.
Ocean bottom sediments will be excluded since they are commonly dated by microfossils,
and it is almost impossible to know which microfossils lived before the Flood, during the Flood,
or after the Flood, or any combination. It is possible that even ocean bottom early Cenozoic
sediments are post-Flood, 1 especially if ice-rafted debris is used as a criterion. Real ice-rafted
debris would be post-Flood, but the problem is identifying it, since uniformitarian scientists
could be interpreting coarse Flood sediments as ice rafted debris.
Australian Marsupials
Perhaps the most well-known case to decide is whether the marsupial fossils of Australia are
from the Flood, post-Flood, or both. (I will not deal with the equally interesting question of how
the marsupials arrived in Australia; that is a study for another research project.). Although we
need to be careful not to jump to conclusions, the fact that marsupial fossils are found in the
Cenozoic on all continents, especially South America, 2 favors a Flood date. Most of the
sedimentary rocks on other continents where marsupial fossils are found also appear to be from
the Flood. Therefore, it is likely some Australian fossil marsupials are from the Flood. The fact
that there is a wide variety of marsupials in Australia at present would favor at least some
marsupial fossils being post-Flood. As with other criterion, geological context must be applied.
A large number of the Australian fossil marsupials dating from the Quaternary back to the
Miocene, are found in caves 3,4—a post-Flood context. This would push the Flood/post-Flood
boundary into the Miocene in those particular locations. Some marsupial fossils are dated as late
as Oligocene, which means that the boundary may need to be stretched back to that time, if these
are truly post-Flood. This depends upon the geological context and of course assumes the
uniformitarian date. However, one of the key dating methods applied is “stage of evolution,” 5
and so these dates can be ignored. Evolutionists are focusing on what they think are primitive
features in marsupials to “date” fossils as Oligocene, Miocene, or Pliocene. Their relative
biostratigraphy dates would then mean very little from a Flood geology point of view.
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On the other hand, the oldest marsupials are claimed to be from the Eocene. 6,7 Interestingly,
these marsupials are fossilized with a wide variety of other organisms, such as placental
mammals and reptiles. As a result, these fossil locations could easily be from the Flood,
especially in view of the fact that early Cenozoic fossil diversity is not much different than what
is found on other continents.
Clearly, much more research is required to properly assign a Flood/post-Flood boundary
based on Australian marsupials. Since we cannot rely on their dates in a relative sense, we can
say that the Flood/post-Flood boundary where marsupials are found in caves is as old in some
locations as the Miocene (or possibly the late Oligocene).
Modern and Ice Age Animals from South and Central America
The situation with South and Central American mammals is similar to that of the Australian
marsupials. A wide variety of unique mammals live in South and Central America, and during
the Ice Age, they included toxodons, glyptodonts, ground sloths, and New World monkeys.
Toxodons are animals about 1.5 m tall with a heavy rhinoceros-like body and a hippopotamuslike head. Glyptodonts are a strange armadillo-like creature the size of a small car. These
mammals either arrived by crossing the Bering Land Bridge, which would not have been all that
cold even during the winter 8 or are from post-Flood log mats. 9 There do not seem to be any other
options within Flood geology. Some may think it impossible to raft such large animals from the
nearest shore of the “mountains of Ararat,” but evidence for log mat rafting of large animals
comes from the fact that giant ground sloths lived in the West Indies during the Ice Age. 10 These
animals could not have arrived on these islands unless they used rafts. 11
Similar fossils of these large animals are found in South, Central, and even in southern North
America. We can rarely use obvious post-Flood features, such as caves, to help us. I would say
some of these fossils likely are from the Flood, for instance the discovery of mammals, including
the skull of a New World monkey, in thick, “Late Cretaceous” volcaniclastic rock in Chile. 12 The
strata were of course “re-dated” to the middle and late Cenozoic, showing how they make sure
there are no “contradictions” to their sacred geologic column. 13 So, as in Australia, the
Flood/post-Flood boundary must be placed in the Miocene or Pliocene at some locations. Much
more research is required to know which mammal fossils from the unique South and Central
American fauna are from the Flood and which are post-Flood. As with Australia, my suspicion is
that it is both and we will need to reject the uniformitarian dating methods and instead go with
the geologic information.
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Figure 35.1. The southern edge of the Yellowstone caldera (arrows) that formed the Mesa Falls tuff
(view north from near Ashfork, Idaho, USA).

The Yellowstone Super-Eruptions
There are several large volcanic areas within the Rocky Mountains. One is the super-eruption
in Yellowstone National Park, the first national park in the United States, in northwest Wyoming
and small areas of Montana and Idaho. 14 A super-volcano is a volcanic eruption with an ejecta
volume greater than 1,000 km3, about a thousand times larger than normal eruptions. The
Yellowstone super-volcano is believed to consist of three generally overlapping calderas from
three super-eruptions. The calderas are mostly obscured by lava from several smaller subsequent
eruptions. But, the caldera around Island Park, Idaho, is still discernible (Figure 35.1). The
timing of these eruptions within the uniformitarian/evolutionary timescale is based on fission
track dating of cemented volcanic ash called tuff. These tuffs and ages are: (1) the Huckleberry
Ridge tuff dated at 2.1 million years, (2) the Mesa Falls tuff dated at 1.3 million years, and (3)
the Lava Creek tuff dated at 0.65 million years. 15
The big question is whether these eruptions are Flood, post-Flood, or both. I had been
wondering about this for about 25 years. I just finished a research project on the upper Wind
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River terraces 16. There I found ash from the last Lava Creek super-eruption in what was
considered a terrace remnant but is really a pediment remnant (Figures 35.2 and 35.3). Since
pediments were formed during the Flood (see Chapter 26), I concluded the ash was laid during
the Flood. That would place all of the Yellowstone super-eruptions during the Flood. 17

Figure 35.2. Lava Creek B ash layer from the last Yellowstone supereruption on top of bedrock in WR7
(Hans and Lisa Reinhardt for scale).
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Figure 35.3. Close up of Lava Creek B ash in the pediment of Figure 35.2.

Late Cenozoic Mammals Southern High Plains
The position of the late Cenozoic mammals on the southern High Plains is another difficult
and borderline case that was resolved in the summer of 2013. Yellowstone ash locations, if the
identification is correct, were used to date mammals during the Flood in the canyons of
southwest Kansas near Meade and in northwest Texas. The Yellowstone ash is claimed to be
present in patches near the top of the High Plains of southwest Kansas. 18,19 The ash can be
viewed in erosional cuts on the High Plains. The fossils below and within the ash would be from
the Flood and those above could be either Flood or post-Flood or both. The ash is described as
being near the top of the Meade Formation, as in the Cudahy volcanic ash pit (Figure 35.4) about
7.5 miles (12 km) north of Meade, Kansas. This ash is considered the Lava Creek ash, 20 and so
these fossils are Flood fossils. The Borchers local fauna, about 8 miles (13 km) south of Meade,
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is found within and slightly above the Yellowstone ash in the walls of the valley. Based on the
ash this too is very likely from the Flood.

Figure 35.4. Close up of the volcanic ash in Cudahy ash pit, north of Meade, southwest Kansas.

The Meade Formation lies above the Ogallala Formation. Both make up the walls of the
valleys cut into the High Plains. The strata of the top of the High Plains in this area extend tens
to hundreds of miles in all directions. Therefore a Flood context is suggested according to
criterion 18 in Table 34.1 of Chapter 34. The Meade Formation contains a wide variety of
mammals, placing the burial of these mammals during the Flood.
I visited Joe Taylor from the Mount Blanco Fossil Museum in Crosbyton, northwest Texas.
He showed me the stratigraphic relationships of the abundant mammals he has found in Blanco
Canyon along the east edge of the Llano Estacado about 30 miles (50 km) east of Lubbock,
Texas. Of note, the context was similar to what I observed in southwest Kansas. The mammal
fossils were found within the walls of the canyon in dissected areas of the southern High Plains. I
concluded the mammal fossils found in the walls of Blanco Canyon are from the Flood.

Figure 35.5. Schematic of deposition through sheet and channelized erosion during the
Flood showing the context of mammals in Blanco Canyon (drawn by Mrs. Melanie
Richard).
a. Deposition of sediments on the southern High Plains of the USA.
b. Sheet erosion of the top layers forming a planation surface (the Llano Estacado).
c. Channelized erosion cutting canyons and valleys.
d. Close up of Blanco Canyon today showing valley walls with Flood mammals and
reworked sediments in the valley bottom that contain mostly post-Flood animals.

Figure 35.5 shows a schematic of the Flood context of the mammals found within dissected
valleys in the southern High Plains. In Figure 35.5a, thick sediments were deposited on the
southern High Plains during sheet deposition, either late in the Flooding Stage or early in the
Retreating Stage. Then sheet erosion removed the top layers of sediments and sedimentary rocks
forming a planation surface during the Sheet Flow Phase of the Retreating Stage of which the
Llano Estacada is one prominent planation surface (Figure 35.5b). It is not certain whether the
Ogallala Formation, consisting of long transported Rocky Mountain rocks and sand during the
Flood, and the Blancan beds above were deposited as a lag during planation or was part of the
original strata. However, Figure 35.5b places the strata at the end of the sheet erosion. Sheet
erosion was transformed into channelized erosion during the Channelized Flow Phase which then
carved valleys and canyons, Blanco Canyon being one (Figure 35.5c). Figure 35.5d is a close up
of the Blanco Canyon and shows after the Flood ended, there was post-Flood slumping and
erosion that eroded the wall sedimentary rocks down into the valley. This was probably due to
the much higher rainfall during the post-Flood Ice Age. The Ogallala Formation and the Blancan
beds are part of the walls of the eroded valleys and extend hundreds of miles toward the west,
north, and south and lie below the surface of the southern High Plains—another indicatin of a
deposition during the Flood. Sometimes, different formation names are given to this strata at
various locations.
Mammals found within the walls would be from the Flood while mammals discovered in the
debris eroded from the walls would predominantly be from the post-Flood period. Based on
southwest Kansas and Blanco Canyon, as well as personal communication from Joe Taylor,
mammals are abundant in many other valleys and canyons. If extrapolated in the subsurface,
there must be millions of buried mammals in the southern High Plains. This many mammals
would be hard to explain in a post-Flood context. This would be assuming mammals rounded the
Bering Land Bridge or arrived on log mats,9 multiplied into the millions, and were buried in
sheet deposits within the strata of the southern High Plains. This seems impossible after the

Flood. Based on the dates of the Blancan beds, it looks as though the Flood/post-Flood boundary
is in the mid Pleistocene in northwest and north central Texas, as well as in southwest Kansas.
Mammal Fossils in Nebraska
Several Miocene sites in Nebraska give evidence for post-Flood environments. 21,22 For
instance, there is evidence of animals being asphyxiated in volcanic ash at Ashfall Fossil Beds
State Historical Park (Figure 35.6). At Agate Springs National Monument, there are spiraling
beaver burrows (see Figure 17.3), a few with beaver fossils.

Figure 35.6. Rhino fossil graveyard covered by the Rhino Barn at Ashfall Fossil Beds State Historical
Park, Nebraska.

However, there are other indications of a Flood environment, such as most of the mammals
are extinct and do not show up in the Ice Age fauna. The existence of consolidated erosional
remnants at Agate Springs National Monument, and the fact that the mammals are in a huge
graveyard would point to the Flood. The volcanic ash at Ashfall is not draped over the Great
Plains as expected in a post-Flood ash, but is part of the strata that dips slightly westward within
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the very large Ogallala Formation. Other features at the very difficult interpretive site at Ashfall
persuaded me that the site is from the Flood, in which mammals and other animals walked on
BEDS before final inundation. 23 As of early 2014, the issue has not yet been resolved with the
creationist literature. 24,25
Southeast Africa Hominid Sites
The last of probably many difficult and borderline cases crops up in eastern Africa. The socalled ape-man fossils, hominids in evolutionary terminology, are often reported within caves,
and unless they fell out of the walls, they would be post-Flood. But many fossils are not from
caves, however. If those found in sediments are similar to those found in caves, such as
Australiopitchicus, then this would be evidence the fossils found in sediments would also be
post-Flood.
Similar arguments can be made for evidences of man, such as circular stone arrangements (if
interpreted correctly) in the Olduvai Gorge found by the Leakey’s, the Laetoli footprints, and
tools dated from the Pliocene and early Pleistocene. 26 Some of these remains and “tools” are
buried fairly deep, 1,840 feet (560 m) thick in the Koobi Fora Formation. 27 Although all of these
sites are probably post-Flood, more research is required in some cases to be sure.
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